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The subject of this paper is a further study of linear bounded 
transformations T from the space C(S, E) into F, where E and F are 
Banach spaces and C(S, E) is the Banach space of all continuous 
functions defined on a compact Hausdortf space S with values in E, 
endowed with the usual uniform norm. The paper is closely related 
to a paper of one of us [3] in which, under the assumption that S = I 
is a compact interval of the reals, essentially three subjects were 
treated: (1) Characterization of those transformations which can be 
represented by finitely additive, “E*-regular” set functions U of 
bounded semi-variation defined on the Bore1 field ~8 of S with values 
in L(E, F); (2) h c aracterization of the compact and weakly compact 
transformations by properties of their representing measures U; and 
(3) a detailed study of the cases in which F is weakly complete, and, 
F being weakly complete, E is reflexive. In the latter case, it was found 
that every linear bounded transformation from C(I, E) into F is 
weakly compact. 
We have extended these results to the case where S is a compact 
HausdorfI space. Our considerations are based on recent results of N. 
Dinculeanu [6-S]. Our first theorem points out a direct relation 
between T and its representing measure U : 9’ + L(E, F**) from 
which necessary and sufficient conditions are obtained that U takes 
its values in L(E, F). Dinculeanu has posed the question of 
characterizing those transformations T for which the corresponding 
measure U (a) is regular (in the norm of L(E, F**) and (b) is regular 
and has values in L(E, F). This question is answered in Theorem 3 
which at the same time shows that both cases coincide. 
* With the support of NASA research grant No. NsG-568 at Kent State University. 
Part of the results, without proof, have been submitted for a presentation by title in 
the “Notices of the American Mathematical Society,” Feb. 1968, on Dec. 4, 1967. 
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We continue with a study of the case where the range space F is 
weakly complete (or, more generally, that no subspace of F is 
isomorphic to co). This assumption implies certain interesting 
properties of T and U. Theorem 6 characterizes the compact and 
weakly compact transformations by properties of their representing 
measures. The relation between the different classes of transformations 
and corresponding measures considered in our study is investigated 
in a subsequent section. The paper closes with two general results 
concerning weakly compact transformations. The main result being 
this: If no subspace of F is isomorphic to c,, and E is reflexive then 
every linear bounded transformation from C(S, E) into F is weakly 
compact. This theorem contains as a special case for E = @ (the 
scalar field) a result obtained by Bartle, Dunford and Schwartz [I] 
which was also proved by Grothendieck [I3], a result of Pelczynski El.51 
and for S = I the cited result of Batt [3]. 
$1. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout the paper, S will denote a compact Hausdorff space. 
E and F are Banach spaces and C(S, E) is the Banach space of all 
continuous functions f on S with values in E, endowed with the 
uniform norm. Unless explicitly indicated we preserve the notation in 
the treatise of Dunford and Schwartz [9]. 
The a-field of the Bore1 sets of S will be denoted by L@. If p is a 
finitely additive set function on L% with values in a Banach space X 
and if p is of finite variation on S, then p is countably additive [regular] 
on 5? if and only if its variation V(P) is countably additive [regular] 
on L%’ [6, p. 35 and p. 3181 and p is countably additive if it is regular 
[9, p. 1381. The Banach space of all regular countably additive 
measures p on 9 with values in X and of finite variation on S, endowed 
with the norm 11 p jl = a(~, S), will be denoted by rcabv(g, X). If 
X is the scalar field @ we shall write rcabv(8). 
It is a well-known fact that the equalities 
Af = j,fW do f E C(S, Jq 
and 
establish an isometric isomorphism between the space C(S, E)* of 
all linear bounded functionals A and the measures p in rcabv(g, E*) 
[II, p. 7351. 
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We shall want to consider finitely additive set functions U on g 
with values in L(E, F**). For every y* E F*, such a function defines 
a finitely additive set function pLv* on 49 with values in E* by 
<Pr*W, x> = < wJ> x> r*> BELA?, XEE. 
If for a set C in S 
where the supremum is taken over all finite collections of disjoint sets 
B, E 9, Bj C C and of elements xi in the unit sphere a of E, U is said 
to be of finite semi-variation on C and we define the quantity Semi-var 
U(C) to be this supremum. It is well-known that U is of finite semi- 
variation on S if and only if all pYW , y* E F* have finite variation on 5’ 
and that in this case 
Semi-var U(S) = sup z)(~~* , S), 
Y*Eo* 
(1) 
where u* is the unit sphere in F* [II, p. 7331; see also [2, p. 2771. Let 
us agree to call a function U of finite semi-variation E*-regular on &? 
if all the set functions pv* (or r&,*), equivalently) are regular on 9’. 
In this case F~* E rcabv(B, E*) for all y* E F*. 
Every linear bounded transformation T from C(S, E) into F 
determines a unique set function U on 99 with the following properties: 
(I) U is finitely additive on .$@ with values in L(E, F**) and has 
finite semi-variation on S, 
(II) U is E*-regular, 
(III) the mapping: y* + t+,* from F* into rcabv(&?, E*) = 
C(S, E)* is continuous with respect to the F-topology of F* and the 
C(S, @-topology of C(S, E)*, 
(IV) Tf = &f(t) dU for all f E C(S, E), 
(V) )I T 11 = Semi-var U(S), 
(VI) T*y* = pl/a, y* EF*, in the sense of the isometric 
isomorphism between the spaces C(S, E)* and rcabv(99, E*). 
Conversely, a set function U on 99 with the properties (I), (II) and (III) 
defines a linear bounded transformation T from C(S, E) into F by (IV) 
and we then have (V) and (VI). Such a function will be called a 
representing measure. The condition (III) ensures that the integral 
(IV) which defines T takes values in F though U has values in 
L(E, F**); it is satisfied if U takes values inL(E, F). For these facts, we 
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refer the reader to [I, p. 3001 for the case where E is the scalar field d, 
and to [II, p. 7361 f or a representation by means of a weak integral; 
see also [2, p. 2851, [.3, p. 2921, [6, p. 3981, and [8, p. 1511. For the 
definition of the integral and further properties of set functions of 
finite semi-variation see the treatise of Dinculeanu [6]. 
In the sequel, let us always assume that T is a linear bounded 
transformation from C(S, E) into F and U : .B -L(E, F**) the 
corresponding measure which represents T. 
If B E BY, the set r(B) of all open sets G containing B is a directed set 
under the partial ordering < if we define G, < G, for two sets 
G, , G, E n(B) to mean G, 3 G, . Similarly, the set n,(B) of all 
compact sets K contained in B is a directed set under the partial 
ordering < if we define Kl < K, for two sets Kl , K, E rrO(B) to 
mean Kl C K, . 
If K is a compact set in S, for every G E r(K) the complement 
G’ of G is a compact subset of S and disjoint from K. Since S is 
normal, according to Urysohn’s Lemma there exists a function 
qK,G = vG E C(S) with 0 < vc(t) < 1, t E S, 
tpo(t) = 1, teKandcp,(t) = 0, LEG’. 
92. RELATIONS BETWEEN T AND ITS REPRESENTING MEASURE U 
Our first theorem will be concerned with the connection between 
the range of T and the range of its representing measure U. It shows 
further that T has a certain extension p to the space M(g, E) of 
totally measurable functions on a with values in E [6, p. 831. This 
space will be denoted by M(a) in the case E = @. 
THEOREM 1. (a) F or every compact set K in S and an arbitrary 
choice offunctions vK,o = q~o , G E r(K) we have 
in the F*-topology of F**, uniformly for x E a. For every set B E 33 
we have 
in the F*-topology of F**, uiformly for x E u. 
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(b) T possesses a linear bounded extension rf : M(B, E) + F** 
given by 
pg = 1, g(t) dU g E W% E), (3) 
with )I p 11 = 11 T 1) and 
F(x& = U(B) x BELS,XEE, (4) 
WXK) = &TK) WIG) (5) 
in the F*-topology of F** for every compact K in S, uniformly fw x E u. 
Proof. Let K be a compact set in S. For every GE n(K) choose 
a function q’g,c = y’c and let x E E. The generalized sequence 
wP)G)~oE*(K) in F c F ** tends to U(K)x E F** in the F*-topology of 
F** uniformly for x E r~ if and only if 
J&TK) (Y *, %%D = (UW) *, Y *>, y* EF*, (6) 
uniformly for x E u. It follows from (IV) and (VI) that 
<y*, qxvf& - <U(K) x,y*> = s, xF&) 4%* - I, XXKW Cr* 
= I xvc(t) d,w . G-K 
Thus, for all x E 0, because 11 yc 11 = 1, 
KY*, WVG)) - (U(K) x,y*)l < +v*, G - 9 
Given e > 0, by the regularity of v(pv*) there exists a set G, E n(K) 
such that for all C E B with C C G, - K we have v(pyt , C) < E. In 
particular, for all G E n(K) with G C G,, we have G - KC G,, - K 
and thus for all x E u 
ICY*, ~h3)) - ww)x,Y*>l <Q. 
This proves (6) and hence the first part of (a). Now let B E 93 be 
be given. We have to show 
= (U(B)x,y*), y* EF* (7) 
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uniformly for x E u. Given e > 0, by the regularity of a(~.,,) we can 
find sets G,, E x(B) and K,, E a,(B) such that for all C E +9? with 
C C Go - K,, we have z&,* , C) < E. In particular, for all GE n(B) 
with G C Go and all K E n&B) with K 3 K,, we have G - B C G,, - K,, 
andB - KCG, - K,sothat 
KU(G) x,Y*) - (U(B) x,Y*)I G II ,+(G - B)ll 
G GLy* , G - B) < E, XEU 
and 
KU(K) x,Y*) - <U(B) x> Y*)I G I/ PM - Wll 
< “(PLY* , B - K) < c, x E u. 
This proves (7) and hence also the second part of (a). The integral 
s g(t) dU = Tg, g E M(% E) s 
clearly defines a linear bounded transformation p : M(g, E) -+ F** 
which coincides with T on C(S, E). It follows that I/ 2‘11 > 11 T )I and 
we have II fkll < Ilgll * S emi-var U(S), g E M(a, E). Thus, with (V), 
I/ p I/ < Semi-var U(S) = Ij T // < Ij f (/ 
and it follows Ij 5@ 11 = /I T I). Th e relations (4) and (5) follow from (3) 
with (2). Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION. The extension T : M(&?, E) -+ F** given in part (b) 
of Theorem 1 will be referred to as the “weak extension of T”. If the 
limit (2) exists in the norm of F** uniformly for x E u, we shall speak 
of a “strong extension.” For a strong extension we have 
in the norm of F uniformly for all x E g, for all compact sets K in S. 
Consequently, using the additivity of U and T and the fact that 
T(xiJ E F, we also have U(G) x = F(xx,) E F, x E E, for all open sets 
G in S in this case. 
Remark 1. A number of sufficient conditions are known in order 
that a given transformation T can be represented by a measure U with 
values in L(E, F): 
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(a) T is “dominated” [6, p. 3791, that is, there exists a regular 
positive Bore1 measure v such that 
II WI G j, IIfWll dv, .fe C(S 4 
(b) T is weakly compact [II, p. 7401. 
(c) In the case E = @ : F is weakly complete [I, p. 3011 or more 
generally, no subspace of F is isomorphic to c0 [IS, p. 2191. (In this 
case, it turns out that T is weakly compact). 
However, none of these conditions is necessary for U : 5? + L(E, F) 
(See Remarks 3 and 6 together with Theorem 5). We give both 
necessary and sufficient conditions for U : L% -+ L(E, F) in the 
following theorem which is an easy consequence of Theorem 1.l 
THEOREM 2. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(A,) U : .!% +L(E, F). 
(A,) For every compact set Kin S, B E SY and x E E thegeneralized 
sequences 
J$, %PG) and &fyB) J&g WVG) 0 
possess weak limits in F. 
(A3) The weak extension p maps M(a, E) into F. 
$3. REGULAR REPRESENTING MEASURES 
If A is a subset of S the subspace of all v E C(S) vanishing outside A 
will be denoted by C(A), the subspace of all # E M(a) vanishing 
outside A will be denoted by M(A). 
THEOREM 3. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(B,) U is regular in the norm of L(E, F**). 
i For the case of a compact interval S = [OL, fi] of the reals and for U being defined 
on the ring .Z generated by the halfopen subintervals both necessary and sufficient 
conditions for U : Z -+ L(E, F) can be obtained from Theorem 2 in [.?I. However, 
in the formulation of this theorem, the following corrections have to be made. On 
page 296, line 25 add: Let I’ be a determining manifold for F. Line 26 reads: (a) For 
every x E E and t: OL < t < fi there exists y E F so that (U(t)x, y*> = ( y*, y), y* E r: 
In line 27 add: so that lims,,,<y*, T(xrp,.@)) = <y*, Tn(xx..J), y* E r, s E E. Also 
read the last line as follows: For all y* E r, and on page 297, line 3 from below as: 
In case (I) and (III) U takes values in L(E, F), in case (II) the restriction of U(t)x on B 
is an efement of B*. 
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(B,) U : ~3 -+ L(E, F) and U is regular in the norm of L(E, F). 
(B3) T has the following property: For every B E 99 
inf SUP II w?)lI = 0. 
KCBCG ZEO 
Kpo;iFt wC(K-G) 
ll~ll~~ 
(B4) T possesses a strong extension p : M(a’, E) -+ F with the 
following property: For every B E 63 
inf SUP II ~Wll = 0. (8) 
Proof. First we prove that (B,) implies (B3). For fixed x E E we 
consider the set function U, : 93 ---t F** given by 
U,(B) = U(B) x BE.%. 
Clearly U, is finitely additive. Interpreting U, : a +L(@J, F**) in 
the sense [U,(B)] h = h * U,(B), X E @, B E g’, U, has finite semi- 
variation on S because for every y* EF* the set function 
Cud-), Y*> = &,*(9> x> h as fi t ni e variation on S. For any set C in S 
we have 
Semi-var U,(C) = sup 11 c hjUz(Bj)ll 
where the supremum is taken over all finite collections of disjoint sets 
Bj E 39, B, C C and of all scalars Ai with 1 Ai 1 < 1. Now consider a set 
B E ~3 and let E > 0. We can find an open set G 3 B and a compact 
set KC B such that for all C E 93 with C C G - K we have 
11 U(C)/1 < ~14. It follows for all x E u and q~ E C(G - K), 11 v II < 1 
< Semi-var U,(G - K) = SUP 11 C A,u,(BAJI 
d SUP v(<U,(*), Y *>, G - W 
v*ea* 
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This proves that (B,) implies (Bs). Now we show that (Bs) implies all 
other conditions. Given a set B E a and E > 0, we can find an open 
set G 3 B and a compact set KC B such that /I T(xq)lI < E for all 
x E u and y E C(G - K), 11 v 11 < 1. Let us observe that, because the 
set G-K is open, we have for any linear bounded functional A on C(S) 
and corresponding measure TV E rcabv(9) 
[6, p. 3801. It follows for all C E A? with C C G - K 
II U(C)ll = ZF I<~(C)%Y”X 
y*m* 
= sup I&*(C), x>l .%eJ y*eJ* 
G SUP +<d.), x>, G - K) SEO 
y*eJ* 
This proves the regularity of U in the norm of L(E, F**), that is (B,). 
We now show that U : a + L(E, F). Consider a compact set K in S 
and let P > 0. Then there exists an open set G, 1 B and a compact set 
K, C B such that I] T(xv)]] < E for all x E u and all v E C(G, - K,), 
11 v 11 < 1. It follows, if G and G are any open sets containing K and 
contained in G, then for any choice of corresponding functions 
VK,G = TG and P)~,G = TG we have vG - FG E C(G, - KJ and 
I] vG - P)G I] < 1, therefore 
/I T@qG) - T(x~G)ll < E G, Q: E n(K); G, Q: C G, , x E u. (9) 
Now let E, J. 0 for n + 00. Without loss of generality we can assume 
GE,3 G,,+l, n = 1, 2 ,...; otherwise we would consider the sequence 
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c%, = & Gsk , M = 1,2 ,... . It follows from the preceding inequality 
that 
is a strong Cauchy sequence in F uniformly for x E 0. Consequently 
there exists an element yz E F such that 
in the norm of F, uniformly for x E 0. It follows from (9) that also 
in the norm of F, uniformly for x E u. In particular, 
&&, cr*, WPGD =(Y*,YaJ, y* E F*. 
On the other hand, by (2), 
gJj-&) <r*, Wcpc)) = (U(W x, y*>, y* E F*. 
Thus U(K) x = yz E F and 
in the norm of F, uniformly for x E 0. It follows U(G) x E F for all 
open sets G in S. Now consider a set B E a. It follows from the 
regularity of U that for any E > 0 there exists an open set G, 3 B and 
a compact set K, C B such that for all open G : B C G C G, and 
compact K : K, C K C B we have 
in the norm of L(E, F**). This means 
in the norm of L(E, F**). But U(G), U(K) EL(E, F), so that 
U(B) EL(E, F), BE L@. Hence, (Ba) implies (B,). The relation (10) 
shows that p exists as a strong extension and because U(B) EL(E, F), 
B E g, p maps M(&%, E) into F. Now consider a set B E 9, an open set 
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G 1 B and a compact set K C B. In the proof of (B,) + (B,) we may 
replace T(xv) by I to see that 
Thus the regularity of U implies (8). This proves that (B.J implies all 
other conditions. The implications (BJ + (BJ and (B,) -+ (B,) being 
trivial, the theorem is proved. Q.E.D. 
Remark 2. Theorem 3 answers the following questions posed by 
Dinculeanu [6, p. 4161, [7, p. 10981, [d, p. 1511: To characterize 
those linear bounded transformations T : C(S, E) --+ F for which the 
corresponding measure U (a) is regular (b) is regular and has values 
in L(E, F). Furthermore, Theorem 3 shows that the two classes 
coincide. 
THEOREM 4. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(C,) The measures v&,*) are countably additive on .9? uniformly for 
y* E CT*. 
(C,) U : ~22 -+L(E, F) and the set (v&,*), y* E o*> is weakly 
sequentially compact in rcabv(&?). 
(C,) For every compact set K in S and x E E the limit 
exists in the F*-topology of F and the series & U(K,) xi converges 
(strongly) in Ff or every sequence of disjoint compact sets (Kj)i”,l in S and 
every sequence {Xj)j”=l in (3. 
In this case U is regular in the norm of L(E, F). 
Proof. According to a well-known characterization of the weakly 
sequentially compact subsets in rcabv(S?) [9, p. 3411 the set 
(z&,.), y* E u*) is weakly sequentially compact in rcabv(@ if and 
only if it is bounded and the countable additivity of the measures 
v(&,*) on J% is uniform for y* E u+. Because we have 
SUP +(&*), S) = SUP IJ(ll** Y S) < 02 
y*Go* y-.37* 
according to (1) the first condition is always satisfied. Therefore to 
prove that (C,) and (C,) are equivalent we only need to show that the 
weak sequential compactness of {v(pFLy*), y* E u*> in rcabv(a) implies 
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U : S? --+L(E, F). The hypothesis implies that there exists a positive 
measure X in rcabv(@ such that all o(pr,*) are absolutely continuous 
with respect to h uniformly for y* E u* [9, p. 3411. Given B E .s? and 
c > 0, we can find a 6 = 6(e) > 0 such that for all C E J% with 
h(C) < 6 we have z++ , C) < E, y* E (T*. By the regularity of h we 
can find an open set G r) B and a compact set K C B such that for all 
C E S# with C C G - K we have h(C) < 6. It follows for all C E ~8 with 
CCG-K 
This proves the regularity of U in the norm of L(E, F**). It follows 
from Theorem 4 that we then have U : L&J -+ L(E, F). This concludes 
the proof that (C,) and (C,) are equivalent. Now we show that (C,) 
implies (C,). Because (C,) is satisfied we see from Theorem 2 that for 
every compact set K in S and x E E the limit (11) exists in the F*- 
topology of F. To prove the second part of (C,) consider a sequence of 
disjoint compact sets Ki in S and a sequence of elements xi E (T, 
j = 1, 2,... . It follows for all integers N, p 3 1 that 
< SUP c h/*, &) 
?4*EO* +N 
Because the measures o(py*) are countably additive uniformly for 
y* E CT* the last quantity tends to zero for N---t 00 and the convergence 
of c3m_r U(K,) xj follows. Thus (C,) implies (C,). Conversely, assume 
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(C,) and that the countable additivity of o(py*) is not uniform for 
y* E u*. Then there exists an E > 0, a sequence of disjoint sets 
Bi E g, j = 1, 2,... and sequences of functionals JJ+* E u* and of 
natural numbers Ni with Ni --+ 00 for i -+ 00 such that 
i = 1, 2,... . 
i--N, 
Because of the convergence of every series CT=i w(pLyj* , Bj) we can 
find natural numbers Mi : Mi > Ni such that 
jg, vhii* 9 4) > Es i = 1, 2,... . 
E 
Without loss of generality we can assume N1 < Ml < N, < M2 < *a* . 
It follows from the definition of v(pyi*) and the regularity of pyi, that 
for every Bj : Ni < j < Mi there exists a finite collection of disjoint 
compact sets Kjl,. .., Kj’j contained in Bj , Ni < j < M, , such that 
Mi rj 
i = 1, 2 ,... . 
There exist elements xjk E u, k = l,..., rj , Ni <j < Mi , such that 
<pVj*(Kjk), xjk) is real and we have 
i = 1, 2,.... 
This shows 
On the other hand, because the sets Kik are compact and disjoint the 
series 
f T 2 U(Kjk) Xjk 
i=l j=Nd k=l 
converges in the norm of F by hypothesis, which is a contradiction. 
This proves that (Ca) implies (C,). Q.E.D. 
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Remark 3. The conditions (C,)-(C,) are satisfied if T is a 
dominated transformation (see Remark 1). In fact, in this case U is 
regular in the norm of L(E, 5’) and of finite variation [6, p. 3801 so that 
z(U) E rcabv(@ and we have 
4w v B) < gu, B) BE~,~*EU*. 
It is easy to see that (C,) follows from this inequality. Another instance 
in which the conditions (CJ are satisfied is considered in the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 5. If no subspace of F is isomorphic to c,, (in particular, 
if F is weakly complete) then every linear bounded T : C(S, E) -+ F 
and corresponding U satisfy the conditions (Cl)-(C,). 
Proof. We shall show that in this case (C,) is satisfied. If 
no subspace of F is isomorphic to c, Pelczynski has shown [15, p. 2191 
that every linear bounded transformation from C(S) into F is weakly 
compact. Applying his result to the linear bounded transformation 
T, : C(S) -+ F which is defined by 
Tti4?4 = %4 P E C(S) 
for fixed x E E we see that T, is weakly compact. In particular, for any 
compact set K in S, the set of all elements 
{T~c(P)G) = T(xpG), G E n(K)) 
is contained in a weakly compact subset of F. Because a weakly compact 
subset is weakly complete [14, p. 361 the weak limit 
belongs to F. To verify the second part of (C,) consider a sequence of 
disjoint compact sets Ki in S and a sequence of elements xj E CT, 
j = 1, 2,... . It follows from (1) that 
for every y* E F *. This shows that the series Cj”=r U(Kj) xi converges 
weakly unconditionally. Bessaga and Pelczynski proved [4, p. 1603 that 
no subspace of F is isomorphic to c0 if and only if every series with 
terms in F which is weakly unconditionally convergent is strongly 
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unconditionally convergent. Thus CT=r U(K,) xi converges strongly 
and this proves (C,). Q.E.D. 
Remark 4. If no subspace of F is isomorphic to c0 , Theorems 5, 
4 and 3 show that p exists as a strong extension of T mapping 
A!(.%, E) into F. It was shown by Gelfand [12, p. 2801 that every linear 
bounded transformation T from CIO, I] into a weakly complete space 
F can be extended to a linear transformation from the space of 
piecewise continuous functions on [0, l] into F under preservation of 
the norm. 
94. COMPACT AND WEAKLY COMPACT TRANSFORMATIONS 
THEOREM 6. The following conditions are equivalent. 
(Dr) U : 9 + L(E, F) and the set of &bite sums 
P = [x lJ(BJ xi , Bj E 9, Bj disjoint, xj E u 
I 
is [weakly] conditionally compact in F. 
(D,) T is [weakly] compact. 
(Da) T possesses a strong extension p : M(L#, E) -+ F and p is 
[weakly] compact. 
In this case the set {v&,*), y* E o*} is weakly sequentially compact in 
rcabv(S). 
Proof. We shall prove only the weak case. To prove that (D1) 
implies (Da) we first show that (DJ implies (C,). Because 
U : SY -+L(E, F), the first part of (C,) is satisfied. To verify the second 
part, consider a sequence of disjoint compact sets I$ in S and a 
sequence of elements xi E o, j = 1, 2,... . Because, in particular, the set 
1 z U(&) xj , J finite 1 
3EJ 
where J is an arbitrary finite subset of the set of natural numbers is 
weakly conditionally compact it follows from a theorem of Edwards 
[IO, p. 591 that the series CL1 U(KJ . x3 converges (unconditionally) 
strongly in F. Thus (Dr) implies (C,). It follows from Theorems 4 and 
3 that T possesses a strong extension from M(a’, E) into F. By 
hypothesis, the closure P of P in the weak topology of F is weakly 
compact. Given g E M(S9, E), /I g I/ < 1, there exists a sequence of 
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step functions gn E M(9, E), 1) g, 11 < I, n = 1,2,... converging to g 
uniformly on S. We have Fgn E P and pgn + rfg by the definition of 
the integral (3). Thus ?‘g E P and rf maps the set (g E M(a, E), 
I/g I/ < l} into P which shows that T is weakly compact. Thus (Dr) 
implies (Da). Now we prove that (Da) implies (DJ. By Sz we denote 
the closed unit sphere in C(S, E). Let X = {Kr ,..., Kr} be a finite 
collection of disjoint compact sets Ki in S. The set r(X) of all systems 
9 = {G, ,..., G,} of disjoint open sets Gi 3 Kj , j = l,..., r is a 
directed set under the partial ordering < if we define 9, < 8, 
for two systems 9i = (Gli,..., Gri) E z(Y), i = 1, 2 to mean 
Gjl C Gj2, j = I,..., r. Because S is normal n(X) is not void. For 
S = {G, ,..., GJ E T(X) define qK+, = pcj , j = l,..., r as above. 
It follows from Theorem 1 that 
for arbitrary elements x1 ,..., x,. E u. Because c&=, xjs)G, E Q, 3 e n(x), 
and the closure Ti2 of TSZ in the weak topology of F is weakly compact -- 
we have CT==, U(KJ xj E TQ C F for all finite collections of disjoint 
compact sets Kl ,..., K, and elements x1 ,..., x, E u. Reasoning as in 
the proof of (D1) --+ (C,) one sees that this fact implies (C,). Hence 
U: a-+L,(E,F)and U is regular in the norm of L(E, F). Now one can 
approximate U(B), B E .93, by U(K), K C B, K compact, in the norm -- 
of L(E, F) to see that PC TQ. Thus (D,) implies (Dr). The part 
(Da) + (D,) being trivial, this completes the proof of the theorem. 
Q.E.D. 
Remark 5. The equivalence (Di) t) (D,) in the strong case has 
been observed by Foiag and Singer [II, p. 7461. Gelfand has proven 
[12, p. 2821 that every linear compact operator T : C[O, l] -+ F can 
be extended to a linear compact operator on the space of piecewise 
continuous function on [0, I] under preservation of the norm. 
$5. THE RELATIONS BETWEEN THE CONDITIONS (A,)-(D,) 
Remark 6. Among the classes of equivalent conditions (A,)-(D,) 
every class implies the preceding: 
6%) - Pi) - (Cd - Pi) 
but none necessarily implies the following. The first assertion follows 
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from the Theorems 3, 4 and 6, the second from the following three 
counterexamples. 
1. Let S = (1, 2,..., co} (the one-point-compactification of the 
set of natural numbers endowed with the discrete topology), E = P 
and F = CIO, l] (P and C[O, l] are considered here as real spaces). 
Let (&Ti be a sequence of functions in C[O, l] such that 
0 ,< y+(t) < 1, t E [O, 11, j = 1, 2 ,... and the series Cj”=, yj converges 
pointwise to a bounded function. We define a set function U from 9? 
(which consists of all subsets of S) intoL(E, F) by U( 0 ) = U( CO) = 0 
and 
U(B) x = C am , 
jeB 
B C S, x = {aj}z”=, E d1 (12) 
(note that the series converges uniformly on [0, l] and determines an 
element of C[O, I]). U is an additive set function on 9Y and has finite 
semi-variation on S; we have 
Semi-var U(B) = 1) 1 ‘pj I/ , 
jEB 
B C S 
[6, p. 3161. 
Now let us specify vr to be continuous, equal to zero outside the 
interval [l/j + 1, l/j] and linear on each half of this interval with 
maximum equal to one. We want to show that U is E*-regular. Let 
y* E F* correspond to the real regular Bore1 measure p on [0, 11. It 
follows from the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem that for 
every set C of integers the sum &c yj is integrable with respect to 
z)(p) and we have 
(I = [0, 11). In particular for a given E > 0 there exists an integer M 
such that 
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Thus, if C is a subset of G : j > M} we have 
< f 1’ vj(t) dw(p) -=c E. 
j-M 0 
To prove that pr,* is regular, consider an arbitrary set B and define sets 
G and K as follows: 
(a) If {co} E B and B contains at least one other point of S, then 
and 
G={co}u{j:j>infB) 
K={co}U{j:jEB,j<M}. 
(b) If{co}=B,thenG=(co}u(j:j>M)andK={co). 
(c) If{co}$B,thenG= BandK={j:jEB,j<M). 
In all three cases G is open, K is compact and KC B C G. Furthermore 
for all CC G - K we have CC {j : j > M} so that )I ~r,~(C)ll < E. 
This proves that U is E*-regular. On the other hand, U is not regular 
in the norm of L(E, F). Indeed, for a finite B with {oo> E B every open 
set G 3 B is infinite but every compact set KC B is finite so that there 
always exists a set C C G - K, C # (co}, for which 11 U(C)/1 = 1 
according to (13). Thus U is a representing measure which satisfies 
(A<) but does not satisfy (BJ. 
We also observe that in contrast to a remark made in [7, p. 10961 
and [8, p. 1501 the L(E,F)-valued functions with the properties 
(I)-(III) are not necessarily countably additive in the norm of L(E, F). 
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In fact, because 11 U(C)11 = 1 for all nonvoid C # (co}, U is not 
countably additive in the norm of L(E, F). 
2. Let S, E and F as in the preceding example and consider the 
function U defined on g by U(m) = U(c0) = 0 and (12) for the 
functions vj(t) = tj-l - tj, j = 1, 2,... . It is easy to see that U is 
regular in the norm of L(E, F): g iven B C S and E > 0, let the integer 
M be such that l/M < E. Define 
G =BU(co}u(j:j>M}, K = B n (1, 2 )..., M}. 
Clearly G is open, K is compact and K C B C G and for all C C K - G 
we have 
[6, p. 3171. In particular, U is E*-regular. On the other hand, the 
countable additivity of the measures z)(,+) is not uniform for y* E o*. 
Indeed, for ti = q/f we have 
Let pi be the regular Bore1 measure on [0, l] arising from the 
characteristic function of the interval (ti , 11. Then jj pi 11 = 1, 
i = 1, 2,... . Let i be fixed and consider xi = {8jk)zzo=l E 0, 
j = i + I,..., 2i. If pi corresponds to yi*, then yi* E o* and 
= & ICY<* , W> +%>I = F /r vdt) dvi / 
j=i+l 0 
= j$+l 94~d = a> i = 1, 2,..., 
which shows that the countable additivity of v&,*) is not uniform for 
y* E: CT*. The given function U is a representing measure which 
satisfies (BJ but does not satisfy (C,). 
3. Let S be as before and choose E and F such that there exists 
a linear bounded transformation V : E -+ F which is not weakly 
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compact. Define U : $33 eL(E,F) by U(B) = Vif (1) E B, U(B) = 0 
otherwise. U is a representing measure which satisfies (CJ but does 
not satisfy (DJ. 
96. Two GENERAL RESULTS CONCERNING WEAKLY 
COMPACT TRANSFORMATIONS ON C(S, E) 
The following theorem will be needed in the proofs of Theorems 8 
and 9. 
THEOREM 7. Let E be reflexive and Q be a subset of rcabv(@, E). If 
every /* E Q takes its values in a separable subspace of E (in particular, 
if S is a compact metric space) then the set Q is weakly sequentially 
compact in rcabv(g, E) if and only if the set (v(p) : ,LL E Q} is weakly 
sequentially compact in rcabv(&). 
Proof. The proof will be given in several steps. 
(i) We first prove: If S is a compact metric space then every 
p E rcabv(g, E) takes its values in a separable subspace of E. Indeed, 
because in this case S has a countable base /? for its topology, every 
open set G in S is the countable union of sets in /3 and therefore the 
countable union of disjoint sets A, in the field Z generated by /3: 
G=fiA, A,EZ. 
?t=l 
If we put B, = utS1 A,, then B, EC and it follows from the 
countable additivity of p that p(BJ -+ ,u(G) in the norm of E. Now, 
because /3 is countable, Z is countable [9, p. 1671 and the set 
(p(A), A E C} is countable. Let L be the linear subspace generated by 
&(A), A E Z}; L is separable. Because B, E Z we have p(Bk) EL and 
thus p(G) EL for every open set G. Given any set B E .Z, by the 
regularity of TV there exists a sequence of open sets Gk such that 
p(Gk) --t p(B) in th e norm of E. Thus p(B) EL for all B E Z8. 
(ii) If X is a Banach space and X is a nonnegative measure in 
rcabv(9) we denote by rcabv(g, X, A) the subspace of all measures f.~ 
in rcabv(g, X) for which v(p) is absolutely continuous with respect 
to A. Let X be the separable dual of a Banach space. Then according 
to a generalization of the Radon-Nikodym-Theorem by Dinculeanu, 
Dunford and Pettis [6, p. 269 and p. 2721 for every p E rcabv(g, X, A) 
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there exists an element f in the space L1(S, X, A) of X-valued, 
A-integrable functions defined on S such that 
(14) 
and 
44 B) = J, ILW h BE&@. 
Conversely, every f EL~(S, X, A) defines a measure p E rcabv(g, X, A) 
by (14) and we then have (15) [6, p. 2741. Thus there exists an 
isometric isomorphism between rcabv(@, X, A) and Ll(S, X, A). 
(iii) If X is a reflexive space we deduce from a theorem of 
Chatterji [5, p. 141 that a set Qr in Ll(S, X, A) is weakly sequentially 
compact if and only if Q1 is bounded and the set functions 
are absolutely continuous with respect to h uniformly for f E Q1 . 
(iv) To prove the sufficiency in Theorem 7 assume (V(P), p E Q) 
is weakly sequentially compact in rcabv(@). Then this set is bounded 
and there exists a nonnegative measure h E rcabv(B) such that all 
V(P) are h-continuous uniformly for p E Q [9, p. 3411. Let {ple)r=r be 
a sequence in Q. There exists a separable subspace XC E such that 
p).(B) E x, k = 1, 2 ,..., B E @. In particular, &.. C rcabv(&@‘, X, A). 
The reflexivity of E implies the reflexivity of the subspace X. 
Considering X as the dual of X *, by (ii) to the sequence {pk) there 
corresponds a sequence {fk} inL’(S, X, A) which is weakly sequentially 
compact by (iii). Thus (fk} contains a weakly convergent subsequence 
inLl(S, X, A). The same is true for {Pi} in rcabv($%, X, A) and therefore 
in rcabv(B, E). Therefore Q is weakly sequentially compact. 
(v) To prove the necessity in Theorem 7, assume Q is weakly 
sequentially compact in rcabv(@, E). Then the set {z)(,u) : p E Q> is 
bounded. If it were not weakly sequentially compact, then, by 
[9, p. 3411 the countable additivity of V(P) were not uniform with 
respect to p E Q: there exists a decreasing sequence of sets 3, in 9 
with void intersection, a sequence {pk} CQ and a number E > 0 such 
that 
hz , B,) 3 E, k = 1, 2,... . W 
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The z&J are all absolutely continuous with respect to the measure 
X E rcabv(&?) defined by 
X(B) = f 2-k +k ’ B, 
1 + “(pk , @ ’ 
BEi%. 
k=l 
Thus &J C rcabv(a, E, A), and as before, (~3 C rcabv(g, X, A) for 
a separable subspace XC E. By (ii), the corresponding sequence 
{fk> in WS, X, 3 is weakly sequentially compact. By (iii), the 
measures r&J are h-continuous uniformly in K = 1,2,... . But this 
contradicts (16) because lim,,, A(B,) = 0. Thus the set {v(p), p EQ) 
is weakly sequentially compact. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 8. If E is reflexive then every linear dominated trans- 
formation Tfrom C(S, E) into another Banach space F is weakly compact. 
Proof. Let us first consider the case that S is a compact metric 
space. Because T is dominated it follows from Remark 3 that the set 
{v&,* , y* E cr*> is weakly sequentially compact in rcabv(g). Hence, 
using the reflexivity of E we deduce from Theorem 7 that the set 
(pY* , y* E o*} is weakly sequentially compact in rcabv(a, E*). But 
&I* = T*y* according to (VI), so that T* maps the unit sphere of F* 
onto a weakly sequentially compact subset of C(S, E)*. This shows 
that T* is weakly compact. If follows from a theorem of Gantmacher 
[9, p. 4851 that T is weakly compact. This proves the theorem if 5’ 
is compact and metric. If S is a compact Hausdorff space we can 
modify an argument given in [9, p. 4961: Let {fn>zzl be an arbitrary 
sequence in the unit sphere of C(S, E). Consider the set S of 
equivalence classes T of S under the relation: t N s if and only if 
fn(t) = fJs), 12 = 1, 2 ,... . Let us introduce the metric 
f(T, 4 = f 2” IIfnW -f7wll 9 t E 7, t’ E 7’. 
72-l 
The canonical mapping & : t -+ 7 of a point t E S into its equivalence 
class is a continuous mapping from S onto S and thus S is a compact 
metric space. If h E C(S, E) then the function f defined by 
f(t) = h(&(t)) is in C(S, E) and each function fn defines a function 
h, E C(S, E) such that _fn(t) = h,(&(t)), t E S. We consider the 
auxiliary transformation T : C(S, E) -+ F defined by 
Th = Tf h@(t)) = f(t), t E S. 
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T is linear and 11 T]I < 11 T 11. B ecause T is dominated we have 
where the supremum is taken for all finite families {fi> of functions in 
C(S, E) withllfi II < 1 and )I fi )( 11 fi I/ = 0 if i # j and this property is 
characteristic for dominated operations [6, p. 3831. We want to show 
that T has this property. If (hi) is a finite family of functions in 
C(S, E) with 11 hi 11 < 1 and 1) hi II[[ hj I[ = 0 if i fj then the family (fi> 
in C(S, E) given by h,(&(t)) = fi(t), t E S is of the same type; therefore 
which shows that T is dominated. It follows from the first part of 
the proof that T is weakly compact. Hence there exists a subsequence 
{h,J of the sequence {h,) such that {ThnS converges weakly to an 
element in F. But Thlz, = Tf,, ; so we see that T is weakly compact. 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 9. If S is a compact Hausdor- space, ;f no subspace of 
F is isomorphic to c,, and E is rejlexive then every linear bounded trans- 
formation T from C(S, E) into F is weakly compact. Conversely, if S 
is an infinite compact metric space and if E and F are two Banach spaces 
such that every linear bounded transformation T from C(S, E) into F is 
weakly compact then no subspace of F is isomorphic to cO and every linear 
bounded operator from E into F is weakly compact. 
Proof. Let us first consider the case that S is a compact metric 
space. Because no subspace of F is isomorphic to c, it follows from 
Theorem 5 that the set {v(+), y* E u*} is weakly sequentially compact 
in rcabv(@. This and the reflexivity of E imply the weak compactness 
of T as in the proof of Theorem 8. For the general case we consider S 
and T as before. From the part already proven it follows that T is 
weakly compact, so T is such (this is the argument given in [9, p. 4961 
for the case E = (9). 
To prove the converse part of the theorem it is sufficient to prove 
the following: If S is an infinite compact metric space then there 
exists always a linear bounded transformation TO : C(S, E) -+ c0 which 
is not weakly compact. Consider an element x0 E E, x,, # 0 and assume 
x,,* E E* is such that (x,,*, x,,> = 1. If {tn} is a sequence in S which 
converges to t, E S then the transformation T,, : C(S, E) 4 c, given 
bY 
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is not weakly compact because for allf E C(S, E) of the formf = xOy), 
y E C(S), T,, coincides with the transformation Tl : C(S) -+ c,, given 
bY 
which is known not to be weakly compact. Q.E.D. 
Remark 7. Theorem 9 contains as a special case for E = @ the 
following result of Bartle, Dunford and Schwartz [I, p. 3011 which 
also was proven by Grothendieck [13]: Every linear bounded trans- 
formation from C(S) into a weakly complete Banach space F is weakly 
compact. The generalization of this theorem to Banach spaces F no 
subspace of which is isomorphic to c0 is due to Pelczyriski [15, p. 2191. 
He also proved the converse statement for E = @. In the case that E 
is reflexive, F is weakly complete and S is a compact interval of the 
reals the first part of the theorem was proven by Batt [3, p. 3041. 
Finally we observe that the metrizability assumption in the second 
part is essential. This was already stated by Pelczyriski [15, p. 2211. 
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